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Introduction
The technology of 3D technical textile
products developed, as well as the idea
of a warp-knitting machine for their
production are of an innovative character [1, 2]. Similar technologies for
spacer and multilayer knitted fabrics
are popular and widely used. However,
they only refer to fabrics whose walls
do not form a closed shape in the cross
section, which results in their relatively
low stability and limits their application
in composite construction products. This
publication presents selected results of
application-oriented research work on
a model of a machine for producing knitted fabrics in the form of solids, with the
cross-section forming a closed shape,
e.g. a square (Figure 1.a). It can be supposed that the stability of such structures
is sufficient and that they can be applied
as a reinforcement in composite beams,
which can be used, for example, in landscape architecture or machine construction (Figure 1.b).

Literature survey on
the technology of 3D knitted
fabrics
There is a small number of literature
sources concerning the technology of 3D
spacer knitted fabrics, as it is a relatively novel research field. The concept of
innovative technology and some general
assumptions concerning the warp-knitting machine developed by the team of
the Department of Knitting Technology
and Textile Machinery of TUL are presented in the patent description [1] and
several related publications, mainly [2].
These sources were used to develop the
design assumptions of the functional
model presented in Figure 3 of this article. The concept described, as indicated
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and preceded the construction of the machine prototype.
4.1. Model design
The results of testing virtual models, including the dynamic ones [9, 10, 11], which preceded
the construction of the functional model, significantly contributed to the preparation of
construction documentation (covering more than a hundred detailed drawings) for the
technological size of 4"- Fig. 6.
namic properties. The correctness of this

assumption in relation to the 100 mm
stroke is confirmed by the analyses of
virtual dynamic models of the feeding
system conducted (including the beam,
back rest roller, and slide with a guide
bar) – described in [9, 10].
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The simulations made it more likely that the solutions developed would be suitable, and
The simulations made it more likely that the solutions developed would be suitable, and
significant corrections could be avoided after the elements had been made 'in metal'.
significant corrections could be avoided after the elements had been made 'in metal'.
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drives: side wall guide bars (1), filling layer guide bars (2), needles (3) and sinkers (4),
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Fig. 8. Drive diagram (a) and 3D model of spiked take up rollers (b)
Fig. 8. Drive diagram (a) and 3D model of spiked take up rollers (b)

Figure 8. Drive diagram (a) and 3D model of spiked take up rollers (b).
An original solution of the arrangement of guide bars forming the double tricot stitch of the
An original solution of the arrangement of guide bars forming the double tricot stitch of the
fabric sidewalls was also proposed (Fig. 9).
fabric
alsoknitting
proposedmachines.
(Fig. 9).
ditionalsidewalls
distancewas
warp
fabric (Figure 5.a). At the conceptual de-

However, the same cycle duration was
assumed for the distance of 4’’ between
two of the four walls of the 3D knitted
fabric (Figure 5.b) and for the distance
of 2’’ between the walls of the distance

100

sign stage , adopting such an assumption
seems reasonable, because the double increase in the stroke length means smaller
masses of the moving elements (shorter
guide bars), which improves their dy-

The cycle duration for one pair of needle
combs is then 0.6 s, and the full cycle
(for two pairs) lasts 1.2 s. The average
speed of the filling layer guide bar (2)
in its main stroke increases twice, to approx. 1 m/s. Accelerations at the initial
and final moment of this movement also
increase. Time limits of the filling layer
guide bar stroke are at a level of 0.1 s.
The strokes of the other loop-forming
elements, such as warp guide bars of
the fabric sidewalls, needle combs, and
sinkers, were adopted at the level of
20-25 mm, and the laps (guide bar strokes
along the needle comb) by one pitch (for
needle gauge 6, 4.2 mm). The assumptions above gave rise to kinematic simulations of the structural-geometric model
[7, 8] – Figure 5.c.
The reason for such a nature of guide bar
movement in the innovative warp knitting machine, which is different from
that in classic and distance machines, is,
apart from the large spacing of sidewalls
in the 3D fabric, the lack of possibility
of placing classic drive mechanisms in
the feeding zone. This results from the
point-like rather than linear (as in classic
warp knitting machine) character of the
working space, which results in a high
concentration of warp threads supplied
(Figure 5.a). Increasing the distance between the combs beyond the range used
in classic warp knitting machines makes
it necessary to reject the swinging movement of the guide bars in favor of a rectilinear motion.
The conceptual design assumes that the
linear drives for all bars are individual
and synchronised, mechanical as well as
pneumatic, with electronic control. This
solution (different to the branched drive
from a single source, used in classic warp
knitting machines) provides the regulation possibilities necessary for model
testing. Due to the large, and at the same
time occurring in very short intervals,
strokes of the filling layer guide bars,
pneumatic drive is the most suitable. For
structural homogeneity of the model, the
same type of drive was also adopted for
the other loop forming elements.
FIBRES & TEXTILES in Eastern Europe 2020, Vol. 28, 5(143)

Functional model of
the warp-knitting machine

a)

b)

c)

d)

The functional model physically implemented enabled experimental verification of preliminary assumptions and
previous simulation models (structural-geometric and dynamic) and preceded the construction of the machine prototype.
Model design
The results of testing virtual models, including the dynamic ones [9-11], which
preceded the construction of the functional model, significantly contributed
to the preparation of construction documentation (covering more than a hundred
detailed drawings) for the technological
size of 4”– Figure 6.
The simulations made it more likely that
the solutions developed would be suitable, and significant corrections could
be avoided after the elements had been
made ‘in metal’.
The construction of individual machine
zones was developed, including ones
for loop formation (Figure 7) and fabric
take-up (Figure 8).
An original solution of the arrangement
of guide bars forming the double tricot
stitch of the fabric sidewalls was also
proposed (Figure 9).
Functional model of the warp-knitting
machine – test stand

Fig. 9. Warp guide bars of the fabric sidewalls, kinematically coupled.

of the reverse motion of the bars: front (A) and rear (B),
Figure a)
9.diagram
Warp
guide
of the
sidewalls,
kinematically
a) diagram
of the
b)
bars
arranged
onbars
the fabric
face fabric
and back;
on the back the
bar of the innercoupled:
layer (vertical)
is also visible
reversec)motion
of the bars:
frontmotion
(A) and
b) bars
arranged
on the
fabric
face and
drive mechanism
of the reverse
of therear
bars, (B),
enabling
their precise
positioning
in three
technological
back;positions
on the back the bar of the inner layer (vertical) is also visible, c) drive mechanism
d) bar positions:
middle,
the bars,
so-called
zero, meaning
thatprecise
bars A andpositioning
B are exactly one
other
of the reverse
motion
of the
enabling
their
in after
threethetechnological
positions, d) bar positions: middle, the so-called zero, meaning that bars A and B are exactly
one after the other.

4.2. Functional model of the warp-knitting machine - test stand

a)

The functional model was designed (Fig. 10a) and implemented (Figs. 10b, 11) in a simplified
b)
version, with one working plane, without any drives in the fabric take-up zone, and with a
negative warp feeding system.

The functional model was designed (Figure 10.a) and implemented (Figures 10.b
and 11) in a simplified version, with one
working plane, without any drives in the
fabric take-up zone, and with a negative
warp feeding system.
When the functional model is physically constructed, and not only virtually, as
sometimes happens, [12, 13] attempts
are often made to reduce costs by using
rapid prototyping methods and cheaper
materials which can replace the original
ones (without losing the characteristics
required, such as strength or dimensionFig. 10.model:
Functional
model:
a) -b)3D
design, b)implementation
- physical implementation
Fig. 10. Functional
a) - 3D
design,
- physical
(test stand).(test stand).
al accuracy). In the construction of the Figure 10. Functional model: a) 3D design, b) physical implementation (test stand).
warp knitting machine model, it was
attempted to introduce 3D printing of The implementation of the assumptions ing of the knitted fabric, is ensured by
selected details (Figures 12 and 13), concerning model drives is shown in the cyclogram developed (Figure 14.b),
in the case of which rigidity or strength Figure 14. The system of pneumatic according to which the control program
characteristics of the substitute material linear drives is based on the diagram operates. The kinematics of the actuators
do not constitute a significant limitation (Figure 14.a), whereas synchronisation, shown on the cyclogram also correspond
necessary for the efficient manufactur- to the paths of the loop forming elements.
during tests.
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Fig. 11. Set of needle combs with drive and fabric forming tube (left) and set of guide bars of the filling layer of
Fig. 11. Set of3D
needle
with drive’inand
fabric forming tube (left) and set of guide bars of the filling layer of
fabriccombs
- implemented
metal’.
3D fabric - implemented ’in metal’.

. Functional model: a) - 3D design, b) - physical implementation (test stand).

ed from ABS. Before the final assembly
of the functional model, while constructing some of its elements, important structural features were revealed which conFig. 11. Set of needle combs with drive and fabric forming tube (left) and set of guide bars of the filling layer of
firmed both the correctness of the solu3D fabric - implemented ’in metal’.
tions adopted and some shortcomings
that should be eliminated. That is why
When the functional model is physically constructed, and not only virtually, as sometimes
model optimisation was necessary before
happens, [12, 13] attempts are often made to reduce costs by using rapid prototyping
constructing a prototype of the indusmethods and cheaper materials which can replace the original ones (without losing
the of the machine. In the case
trial version
characteristics required, such as strength or dimensional accuracy). In the constructionofofthethe
sidewall guide bars, the key role
warp knitting
machine model, it was attempted to introduce 3D printing of selectedfor
details
movement precision and accuracy is
Figure 11. Set of needle combs with drive and fabric forming tube (left) and set of guide
12, bars
13),
the
of
which
strength
characteristics
of the
substitute
played
the rigidity
of the bar system in
of in
the filling
layer of
3D
fabric
implemented
’in
metal’.and
. (Figs.
Set of needle
combs
withcase
drive
and
fabric–rigidity
formingortube
(left)
set of guide bars
of the
fillingby
layer
of
the
direction
of
its
main
motion, as well
material
do
not
constitute
a
significant
limitation
during
tests.
ric - implemented ’in metal’.
as in the perpendicular direction (lap diThe relatively long linear bearthe functional model is physically constructed, and not only virtually, asrection).
sometimes
ings are to ensure the rigidity required in
ns, [12, 13] attempts are often made to reduce costs by using rapidtheprototyping
direction of the main motion. Bearing
made of ABS plastic on
ds and cheaper materials which can replace the original ones (withoutmountings
losingarethe
a 3D printer.

cteristics required, such as strength or dimensional accuracy). In the construction of the
knitting machine model, it was attempted to introduce 3D printing of selected
details
In the case
of the guide bars of the fillFig. 13. Set of warp guide bars of fabric sidewall during assembly (thrust bearing mountings marked in red and
ing
layer,
organoleptic
tests and manual
12, 13), in the case of which rigidity or strength
characteristics
of
the
substitute
bar holder marked in black - 3D printing).
trials
without
side
loading
confirmed sufial do not constitute
a significant limitation during tests.
Figure 12. Elements of warp guide bars of fabric sidewall – programming the 3D printing

ficiently smooth and stable movement of
Fig. 12. Elements
of (Voxelizer
warp guide
bars of fabric sidewall - programming the 3D printing process (Voxelizer
process
software).
the slider along the bar. A slight deflecsoftware).
tion of the bar was observed after applyModel tests
ing a small load simulating lateral forces
The tests carried out on the functional from warp tensions.
model made it possible to draw some important conclusions as to the technologi- In the whole structure, motion resistance
cal efficiency of the machine, which was of the elements guiding individual needle
confirmed by the experiments. The fol- combs and guide bars was tested manually after the functional model had been
lowing tests were performed:
assembled. The accuracy of bar arrange1 – Organoleptic testing of the rigidity of ment in extreme positions, correspondthe structure elements: both component ing to full strokes of the driving actua. Elements of warp guide bars of fabric sidewall - parts
programming
the 3D printing
tors, was also tested. It was found that
and their connections
(actual process
clear- (Voxelizer
Figure
13.
Set
of
warp
guide
bars
of
fabric
e).
the functional model meets the threshances),
including
rigidity
tests
for
the
p guide bars sidewall
of fabricduring
sidewall
during (thrust
assembly
(thrust bearing mountings marked in red and
assembly
bearing
d in black - 3Dmountings
printing).marked in red and bar holder elements made of alternative materials, old requirements in terms of structural
such as light alloys (aluminum) or print- strength, rigidity and kinematic accuracy,
marked in black – 3D printing).
Fig. 13. Set of warp guide bars of fabric sidewall during assembly (thrust bearing mountings marked in red and
bar holder marked in black - 3D printing).

a)

b)

Fig 14. Pneumatic drive system of actuators in the functional model: a) - diagram, b) - cyclogram.
S1, S2 - actuators of main motion of sidewall guide bars, S3 - actuators of main motion of filling layer guide
bars, S4 & S5 - actuators of needle combs, MS6 - miniature actuator of filling layer guide bar laps, MS7 - MS10
- miniature actuators of reverse laps of sidewall guide bars

Figure 14. Pneumatic drive system of actuators in the
functional model: a) diagram, b) cyclogram. S1, S2 – actuators
of main motion of sidewall guide bars, S3 – actuators of main
motion of filling layer guide bars, S4 & S5 – actuators of
needle combs, MS6 – miniature actuator of filling layer guide
bar laps, MS7 – MS10 – miniature actuators of reverse laps
of sidewall guide bars.
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the cyclogram developed (Fig. 14b), according to which the control program operates. The
kinematics of the actuators shown on the cyclogram also correspond to the paths of the loop
forming elements.
4.3 Model tests

and can be subjected to further technological tests.
2 – Testing the movement of loop forming
elements and their drives without a technological load (Figure 15.a) at minimum
speeds, and then when the speeds gradually increased, the accuracy and precision
of the movement of the needle combs and
a)
b)
guide bars in relation to each other were
Fig.Figure
15. Functional
model of warp
machine
during
tests: a)
– looptests:
forming
zone without
observed.
15. Functional
modelknitting
of warp
knitting
machine
during
a) loop
formingwarp,
zoneb) loopwithout
forming warp,
zone with
b) warp
loop forming zone with warp.
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Process of creating 3D knitted fabric in the functional model studied:
a)

b)

Fig.
Forming
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a) - diagram,
b) - loop
zone.of loop-forming elements: Right wall of 3D fabric
Figure
16.16.
Forming
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fabric:fabric:
a) diagram,
b) loop forming
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knitting machines, lap- stroke parallel to the needle comb - as in classic warp-knitting
machines, where it is also called longitudinal movement (along the needles). zero position where the front and rear guide bars performing the reverse motion are situated exactly one
after the other, ’in front of’ and ”behind’ positions - in front of and behind the needles (in
front of the needles on the side of the latches).

Fig. 17. Stages of knitted fabric formation. P1 to P4- forming a course of the right wall, P- L- forming half of the

Figure
Stages of knitted
fabric formation.
to P4 bar
– forming
the right
wall,from
P-L –the
forming
theleft,
loop L1
connecting
loop17.
connecting
the walls,
when theP1guide
of thea course
fillingoflayer
shifts
righthalf
to ofthe
to L4 the
walls, when the guide bar of the filling layer shifts from the right to the left, L1 to L4 – forming a course of the left wall, L-P – after the
forming
a
course
of
the
left
wall,
L
–
Pafter
the
course
has
been
formed
the
middle
bar
(of
the
filling)
starts
to
course has been formed the middle bar (of the filling) starts to shift towards the opposite (right) wall, forming the second half of the loop
shift towards
thewalls.
opposite (right) wall, forming the second half of the loop connecting the fabric walls
connecting
the fabric

Description of phases 1 to 4, identical for the right (P) and left (L) wall - fig. 17:

n Phases P1 and L1 – The guide bars of Transitional phases, P-L and L-P, – form- logical efficiency of the machine. Before
Phases
P1 and L1 – The guide bars of walls Ga and Gb and the warp guide bars of the filling
walls Ga and Gb and the warp guide ing the filling layer, (creating loops be- the model was constructed, the following
layer
are situated
needles
andmain
make
a lap
to the
The needles are
the walls,
motion
(stroke
of zero
stagesposition.
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120
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Phases P2 and L2 – The guide bars pass between the needles to the ’in front of’ position.publicaThe
time needle bars Ga and Gb move to the
tions,
the lowest position.
threads are prepared to feed the needles.
n geometric, structural and dynamic
n Phases P2 and L2 – The guide bars position ’in front of’ the needles.
models of the main zones of the warp
pass between the needles to the ’in
knitting machine, together with cyclofront of’ position. The threads are preConclusions
grams of the drives for the loop-formpared to feed the needles.
ing elements,
n Phases P3 and L3 – Feeding the nee- The main purpose of the scientific and
dle is completed. Guide bars in the application work was to construct and n construction documentation of the
model in a full four-needle-comb verexamine a physical functional model of
’behind’ position.
sion,
n Phases P4 and L4 – Needles in the a warp knitting machine for 3D knitted
lowest position; a course has been fabrics. The functional model was used n 3D model of the simplified double-needle-comb version.
to perform tests confirming the technoformed.
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The functional model of a warp knitting
machine constructed consists of feeding
units with negative warp feeding, loop
forming units with original design solutions (which are the subject of patent applications), as well as drive and control
systems.
The technological and experimental tests
carried out on the physical functional
model confirmed the possibility of producing 3D knitted fabrics according to
the innovative concept, on a new type
of four-needle-comb warp knitting machine.
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